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By their very nature, states with monetary sovereignty should
renounce their AAA rating: indeed, what is the logic behind
having  the  rating  agencies  rate  a  state  whose  default  is
rendered impossible by its ability to create its own money? To
avoid dependence on the rating agencies and put an end to the
crisis in Europe, the Member States of the euro zone must
recover  their  monetary  sovereignty  through  the  joint,
virtually  complete  guarantee  of  their  public  debts.

Since 1945, no developed country has defaulted on its debt.
There was no risk on the debt, since the states borrowed in
their own currency and could always obtain financing from
their central bank. The developed countries enjoyed “monetary
sovereignty”. This is still the case today for Japan (which
enjoys 10-year loans at 1% despite a debt of 210% of GDP), the
United States (which borrows at 2% with a debt of 98% of GDP),
and the United Kingdom (which borrows at 2.5% with a debt of
86% of GDP).

Banks and insurance companies cannot function if they do not
have risk-free assets and if they have to guard against the
failure of their own state, which is of course impossible: the
amounts involved are enormous, and government securities serve
to guarantee banking and insurance activities. The banks and
insurance companies could not accumulate enough capital to
withstand the bankruptcy of their own country or multiple euro
zone countries. As we can see today with the sovereign debt
crisis in the euro zone, such a requirement would lead to the
general paralysis of the banking system.
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It is fundamentally absurd that the rating agencies rate a
state with monetary sovereignty, as if its default were an
option  worth  considering.  States  with  monetary  sovereignty
should renounce their AAA rating: by their nature, their debt
is risk-free because it is guaranteed by the central bank’s
power to create money.

The  euro  zone  countries  have  lost  their  “monetary
sovereignty”: under the Treaty of the European Union, the
European Central Bank has no right to finance Member States,
and the States are not bound by joint liability. The financial
markets noticed this in mid-2009, and suddenly uncontrollable
speculation erupted, targeting the most fragile countries in
the zone: first Greece, Portugal, and Ireland, which had the
fastest growth before the crisis, but will have to change
their growth pattern, and then, like dominos, Italy, Spain,
and even Belgium. Today, Belgium has to pay an interest rate
of 3.8%, Spain 5.2% and Italy 5.6%, compared with 2.6% in
France  and  just  1.8  %  for  Germany.  Greece,  Ireland,  and
Portugal  are  now  in  the  situation  that  the  developing
countries  faced  yesteryear:  their  debts  have  become  risky
assets  subject  to  high  risk  premiums,  and  they  are  being
brought under the yoke of the IMF.

The  workings  of  the  financial  markets  could  completely
paralyze  fiscal  policy.  When  a  country  enjoys  monetary
sovereignty, then in a recession the central bank can lower
its maximum interest rate and if necessary commit to keeping
it low in the long term; the state increases its deficit, but
the low interest rates prevent the debt from snowballing; and
it pushes exchange rates lower, which boosts activity. Since
the debt is guaranteed by the creation of money, there is no
risk of bankruptcy, and thus no reason to have to constantly
reassure the markets. The central bank, by maintaining long-
term rates at low levels in a recession, ensures that fiscal
policy is effective. Fiscal policy does not need to worry
about the markets. This is still the strategy of the United



States today.

In the euro zone, the risk is that in the future a country
could  no  longer  increase  its  deficit  for  fear  that  the
agencies might downgrade its rating and interest rates would
then soar. The countries are therefore condemned to prove
their virtue so as to appear as wise as Germany in the eyes of
the markets. This renders their fiscal policy impotent, and
their  economic  situation  spins  out  of  control  (see,  for
example, The impossible programme of the candidates for the
presidential election). The public debt becomes a permanent
risk factor, since the states are at the mercy of the markets’
insatiable appetite. Any economic policy should of course be
assessed while taking into account the views of the markets.
Yet the markets have no special competence in macroeconomics.
They impose austerity policies during a recession and then
turn around and complain about the lack of growth – which is
exactly what they are doing today with respect to the euro
zone in general, and Italy and Greece in particular. They are
promoting free market reforms such as cutting social welfare
programs or the number of teachers. For countries to retain
the ability to regulate their economic activity, the risk of
default needs to be zero.

The  euro  zone  must  thus  choose  between  dissolution  and  a
reform that would guarantee the public debt of the Member
States,  which  would  re-gain  their  “monetary  sovereignty”.
European  public  debts  should  become  risk-free  assets,
compensated at low rates but guaranteed in full (by European
solidarity and fundamentally by the ECB). This is the only way
to  maintain  the  independence  of  fiscal  policy,  which  is
essential given the disparities in Europe and the loss by each
country of its monetary and exchange rate instruments.

The functioning of the euro zone was not thought through at
the time of its creation, particularly with respect to the
trade-off between “autonomy of fiscal policy / single currency
/  monetary  sovereignty”.  Joint  liability  creates  a  moral
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hazard problem, as each country can increase its debt without
limit, but a lack of a guarantee leaves the field open to the
play of the financial markets, which are constantly on the
lookout. The guarantee cannot be limited to countries that
meet the automatic rules, which is unwarranted economically
and fails to comply with the Stability Pact. It should be
automatic  and  total.  To  avoid  moral  hazard,  the  European
Treaty should include a provision for the extreme situation
where a country carries out an unsustainable fiscal policy, in
which case the new debt of the country would no longer be
guaranteed – but this should never come to pass.

Freed of the need to reassure the markets, the euro zone
countries  could  engage  in  differentiated  but  coordinated
fiscal policies, with their main objective being to ensure a
return to a satisfactory level of employment consistent with
low inflation.


